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About This Game
Play together with your friends and have a fun time! In Teeworlds you can play in three gamemodes (Deathmatch, TeamDeathmatch and Capture The Flag) and tons more of community-made modifications with up to 16 players!
Customize your own player character, your personal tee, to your liking. With hundreds of possible combinations, you will
always look unique!
Teeworlds is a game that gives you a lot of freedom and plenty of gameplay mechanics to use or abuse. With a full focus on
multiplayer games you will never be bored.
And the best thing: It's open-source! Anyone can help to develop this game, create new game types, skins or brand new maps via
the built-in map editor!
Key Features:

Easy to learn, hard to master. You will never stop learning new tricks while playing Teeworlds, no matter how long you
play. At the same time it's easy for new players to just pick it up and have a blast.

Engaging and motivated community. Teeworlds' one-of-a-kind community is the thing keeping the game alive. Be it the
community servers or maps or all the other innovative content.
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Play with your friends for free. Teeworlds has been free since the very start and will stay that way forever. With up to 16
players in a match, challenge your friends - the fun is only a mouseclick away!
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Title: Teeworlds
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Teeworlds Team
Publisher:
Teeworlds Team
Release Date: 27 May, 2007
a09c17d780

English,French,Italian,German,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Hungarian,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russ
ian,Swedish,Turkish
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Honestly not worth the download. its fun.but wheres the map editor ??????????????????. I cant find a way to the level editor
help please.. Very nice game to kill time with. :). sexy af boiiiiiiiii1i1i1i1i1i11i1i1i1ii1. it have few things in the game, but it is
good
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pretty good. lov tha graphix
this game sux\/1000000. An amazing game considering it's download size.. Fun , A lot to do , Different Game modes , small and
also easy to learn but still lots of fun!!!!. Very good, shoicent! 8\/11!. Good reason to get into fights with friends.. EHH um dont
really know lack of things but loads of action. i grappeled off the map and shot while falling and got a kill.
11\/10 would play again
. Very fun game, though add a new map or expand the current one
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